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By Douglas Walls
My research traces actors in moments of digital writing. It asks what elements are at play in particular moments performed by
people, tools, and cultures in professional and personal infrastructures. In other words, I research how and when humans and
nonhumans (such as texts, organizational policies, legal codes, and digital writing platforms) work together to provide access. My
primary research site for this investigation has been socially networked writing platforms like Facebook and Twitter.  I am
especially interested in retheorizing what “access” is or might be or mean in the face of new social and technological situations. 
I’ve asked these questions in two disciplinary areas: Professional Writing and Digital Humanities.
The idea of technological access has been a core concern in the äeld of for many educators (Berry, Hawisher, & Selfe, 2012; Goode,
2010; Hawisher & Selfe, 1999; Moran, 1999; Porter, 2009; Ratliff, 2010). As James Porter claims many scholars in computers and
composition have addressed the question of access both in terms of within the university setting and without. More complicated
than understanding the mere cost of equipment and broadband connectivity, access exists as an issue of material access but also
one of literacy and practices, what Powell (2007) calls “access(ing).” This emphasis on understanding access in a complex
relationship between social, literacy, and technological materiality has allowed conversations about access to remain productive as
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disruptive composing technologies like social media and mobile phones complicate the issues of access. Yet new writing
technologies and the new practices that those technologies demand challenge our ways of theorizing about access. New writing
technologies coordinate the practices of access through texts but also coordinate the delivery and circulation of texts more than
before. New writing technologies collapse distinctions between what are private and public texts as well as coordinating new
audiences. Professional and social audiences making challenges of our mobile social and professional worlds and the spaces in
between complicating the practices of access in new ways that require new theories and, perhaps, new methodological practices.
One of my case studies provides a good example of the complicated nature of access in today’s world. Diana’s account comes from
my own work attempting to understand the role social media plays in the professional lives of women of color. In my research, I
explored participants’ discourse choices in updating public social media sites such as Twitter or Facebook. I asked my participants
for permission to follow or “friend” them on the social media platform that they most frequently updated over a two to three week
period. I then interviewed them about their social media choices. During the interviews, I asked a series of questions about the
speciäc posts and the rationale/motivation behind my participants’ discourse choices as well as their histories with social media. I
then transcribed the interviews and presented those transcriptions for my participants’ approval, asking them if there was any
information they would rather have not be included.
My methodological orientation was an attempt to capture how people from similar social subjectivities of gender, race, class, or
professions negotiated professional and cultural tensions through both online and ofåine spaces. What I did not expect while doing
interviews was to änd that my participants were more concerned about the access that other people and technologies had to their
own lives rather than gaining access themselves.
Diana is not a native speaker of English but learned it through formal educational means and has degrees from outside the US.
When I conducted my research she had recently änished the ärst of her comprehensive exams. In terms of writing, I followed her
Twitter feed where she produced very little writing, far less than any of my other participants. When I asked her if she used social
media other than Twitter she said she had had a Facebook account in the past but had gotten rid of that account. When I asked her
when she stopped using that account, she knew the exact year and month she had deleted the account. Knowing the exact year and
date struck me as indicating an event. When I asked her why she knew the exact month she told me she knew because it was the
same month her ärst publication as a scholar had happened. Her publication happened on an open access web journal and a senior
scholar in the äeld had dismissed it. It was very upsetting for Diana but what made her delete her facebook account was her
colleagues congratulating her on the publication on facebook. Even though they were leaving celebratory messages, the more
colleagues “Liked,” her publication, the more exposed and less control over her career she felt. In my interviews she uses the word
“exposed” frequently to describe this collapse between online and ofåine professional lives.
This is not simply in Diana’s head either. Facebook is literally recruiting, showing, and indexing the amount of exposure to Diana
about how many people are accessing her piece. Facebook is using a text to coordinate people around Diana’s article, or more
accurately, around the event of the publication. Diana’s Facebook account coordinates multiple social and technological networks
as well as those social networks to access Diana herself. Multiple forms of access, the process of accessing, happen at the same time.
The overlap can have serious effects on both the sense of self and the emotional life of the person involved.
Accounts like Diana’s tell important stories in the now blurred lines between our professional and private lives and should be
deeply considered when we approach issues access. Noted MIT psychologist Sherry Turkle calls claims that performance anxiety is
the new norm as everyone rushes to try and control their online personas (Turkle, 2011). Understanding access as a complex
relationship between social, literacy, and technological materiality means we must begin to deal the problems of being accessed as
much as the problems of gaining access. Also we do not all experience access or being accessed in the same ways. Our histories,
experiences, and cultural subjectivities all shape how we experience access(ing).
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